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Neglected Model 60
July 8 2011 at 4:31 AM

Gentleman. A few days ago I purchased from a local Auction site a Model 60 air rifle. 
Now I already have a Model 60 in my small collection but just like those puppies that 
you see in the dog’s home this one was calling out to me for some TLC. The auction 
picture showed the rifle in the broken position with plenty of orange rust but complete. 

 

 
 

Or so I thought. I assumed that this was one of the Model 60s that was not made with a 
trigger adjusting screw but when I got the rifle I saw that it was just missing. On the 
positive side apart from the rust and blistering stock the rifle was complete, no play 
at the pivot point and had a good bore. The stock has no major damage and should clean 
up well. Alas it is I think birch. All in all I feel I got a fair deal for NZ$100.00. 

 That is about (UK) 50 quid. 
 I’ve asked Garvin to post some pictures of this rifle for me as I can’t work out how to 

 do so myself. I’ll let the Forum know how it shoots and responds to a good clean up later. 
Anyone got a spare trigger adjusting screw? (Well no harm in asking). 

 
Barry 
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Author Reply

 Chuck Jordan
 (Login chuckjordan2)

 Vintage Diana forum moderator

Should clean-up good

That 'orange' should cleanup as the majority is on the barrel. Your bluer can easily take that out. 

Is it me or is the trigger blade slightly turned? 
 

It is a good deal, keep us informed of it's progress....
 

Chuck

 
 

 Barryeye
 (Login barryeye)

 Falke Forum moderators

Time for work

Found myself with a little time to get on to those back burner projects. I took to the Model 60 with the steel wool and oil and I am pleased with the results. Thought I'd take a crack at the stock. What little stock work I've done in the past has been on old military rifles that c
Not sure where to start with this one. Assume it is beach?? Do I take it back to the wood,remove the few dings, stain it???? and then what? Any help will be appreciated. Barry

 
 

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Barry I've stripped a few beech

stocks (which I think this is) over the years and I've never been too happy with the results TBH. Hopefully someone with more expertise can advise. FWIW this is what I've learned from experience: 
 

Beech seems to look best when it's covered with a darkish varnish-type coating IMO. Once stripped and rubbed down, parts of the beech stock seem to suck in thin wood stain and you end up with very dark patches where the grain is "receptive" but very light ones where it
caution on that front. Perhaps start with a very light coloured stain, if any, and proceed to a tinted varnish that won't soak into the grain too much. 

 
I have seen skilled wood finishers turn out some very attractive looking beech stocks (eg on Feinwerkbau Sports), but the problem from a vintage airgun restoration point of view is that they have very obviously been refinished. 

 
I'm a huge fan of walnut because it responds so well to oil, among other reasons. Generally the walnut stocks I've redone I've been quite happy with. 
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 Barry
 (Login barryeye)

 Falke Forum moderators

Beech stocks

Thanks Garvin. None of my Falke stocks look like walnut. That is one of the few things that let many of these rifles down. One of my model 80s was refinished and has the blotchy appearance the you mention. Can't leave the 60 stock as it is. Perhaps a very dark stain?

 
 

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

I agree that the absence of walnut

does let a fine air rifle down Barry. It's something I've always thought about the 1950s Diana mod 50s which to my eyes are very attractive rifles, let down by the fact the stocks always seem to be in beech. I have seen a Diana advert that suggests walnut was optional
have never actually seen one. The pre-War Dianas (1920s/30s) all had walnut stocks - at least on models number 27 and upwards. Models 26 and down were invariably clothed in beech! 

 
The Falke 80 stocks were all supposed to be in elm, which often looks very like beech and is a similar close grain, light-coloured hardwood. Walnut was an option with the mods 70 and 80, while all 90 match stocks were walnut. I have seen a Falke 80 stock that looks 
but it's the only one, and could in fact be elm. 

 

Maybe a dark stain would suite the 60, as long as it comes out even... 
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 Barryeye
 (Login barryeye)

 Falke Forum moderators

Re: Should clean-up good

Hi Chuck. Looks like I missed your question.Sorry. No the trigger looks fine. These make a wonderful "youth's" rifle. Seen another one for sale and I am tempted. Have two grandsons and grandad needs to keep one. 
 Barry

 
 

Michael Meijer
 (Login M.Meijer)

No stain on (most) virgin beech, Barry,
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as it is like Garvin says: an irregular absorption of the stain is likely the result, especially those with a water base. 
 But this also depends on the very piece of wood you have there. 

 Also, allow for the lighter spots that can show in particular cuts, and are typical for the beech species. 
 The lighter spots on the butt in your picture are where the lacquer finish is damaged, and this testifies that a coloured laquer, not a stain, was used. 

 
Personally I like to have classic stuff the way it was intended, irrespective of the wood used. 
I have a Mk2 Airsporter that has gotten this current popular 'stain and oil' treatment by a previous owner and it simply does not look right, the texture of the wood hardly visible by an applied stain, the finish dull. 

 As with classic furniture I think they should have a subtle shine, that can be attained with oil if one likes the 'softer' feel rather than the 'harder' feel of varnish. 
 But with a beech stock (which is tougher than wallnut by the way) a stained semi-gloss varnish would do the job correctly, if not nicely. 

 After all, these are guns that were meant to be used as a tool, not so much as a prized posession, and I doubt if your grandchildren would complain! 
 

Just add the pigment(s) of choice to a clear laquer, and try on a similar scrap of beechwood to 'tune' the colouring. You might be surprised that some serious amount of pigment is needed to cover the stock. 
 The advantage of coloured lacquer is that you can darken the effect by applying more layers, giving a good control of the process between covering and transparancy. 

 Take your time, so let the coat fully dry before a slight rubdown is excercised prior to the next coat. 
 

Good luck with your project, a worthy and sympathetic cause! 
 Regards, 

Mike

 
 

 Barryeye
 (Login barryeye)

 Falke Forum moderators

Re: No stain on (most) virgin beech, Barry,

Thanks Mike and Garvin. I have much to learn. I'll go with the "tinted" varnish approach. Most if not all the stocks I have worked on have been military and oil treated. As a collector of such rifles I have been taught not to do anything that reduces their historical value but 
come across a project that a prevoious owner has already had a failed attempt at improving.In such cases I feel a need to get things back to close to how they were. 

 There is a pathway we all follow when we get a new (old) rifle. Depending on its condition that pathway starts with "Do nothing but look at it" this is followed by the three major steps. 
 Preservation. 

 Restoration. 
 Decicration 

 I always stop between preservation and restoration. 
 Barry
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